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Mid-Year Workshop
December 14, 2013

8:30am – 9:00am Arrival and Breakfast

*Presentations – each presentation will be approximately 15 minutes, followed by a 5 minute Q&A*

9:00am – 9:20am DNA and Mitosis
Michael O’Keefe/Paul Dunleavy

9:20am – 9:40am Using sensor technology to effect change in your community
Andrew Ellis/Peg Webb

9:40am - 9:50am Break

9:50am – 10:10am Forensic Science
Kathryn Bennett/Craig Ascher

10:10am – 10:30am Demystification of games through exploration
Charles Hathaway

10:30am - 10:40am Break

10:40am – 11:00am Teaching Math and Computing through the stages of Cornrow Curves
Libby Rodriguez/Terry Bennett

11:00am –11:20am Testing the Media project and Science Club/Kumasi-Albany Connection
Michael Lachney/Linda Carey

11:20am - 11:30am Break

11:30am – 11:50am Evolution Games Revisited
Colin Garvey/Shannon Stevenson

11:50am – 12:10pm E-Waste and Hands-on Learning
Ellen Foster

12:10pm – 1:00pm Lunch

1:00pm – 1:30pm What worked, what did not? | Projects in the works | Spring projects
Group discussion

1:30pm – 2:00pm Summer Workshop: Generative Justice Conference
Group discussion